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Sidelobe Suppression for Multicarrier Signals via
Structured Spectral Precoding
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Abstract—Reducing the large sidelobes of multicarrier signals
is crucial to prevent adjacent channel interference. Spectral
precoding is an effective approach toward this goal, at the
expense of throughput loss due to precoder redundancy; thus,
it is of interest to explore alternative precoder designs with
improved performance at lower redundancies. We present a
novel precoder which minimizes radiated power within a user-
selectable frequency region. The structure of the precoding
matrix is chosen to allow efficient mitigation of in-band distortion
at the receiver by means of iterative and successive interference
cancellation, while completely avoiding distortion to protected
and pilot subcarriers. By exploiting the low-rank properties of
constituent blocks, computational complexity can be significantly
reduced with little impact on sidelobe reduction. Simulation
results show the benefits of the proposed design, which is
particularly effective in redundancy-limited settings targeting
high spectral efficiency.

Index Terms—Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
(OFDM), spectrum shaping, spectral precoding, out-of-band
radiation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) has
been adopted as the main signaling format in many wireless
communications standards, including 5G New Radio [1] and
IEEE 802.11ax (Wi-Fi 6) [2], due to its inherent advantages:
it is spectrally efficient, provides robustness against channel
dispersion, and is well-matched to multiple input-multiple
output (MIMO) operation. Despite these advantages, the power
spectral density (PSD) of OFDM signals suffers from large
sidelobes, causing high out-of-band radiation (OBR) which
results in significant levels of adjacent channel interference.
Inserting guard bands by turning off subcarriers is a simple but
very inefficient means to address this problem due to the slow
decay of sidelobes. Signal filtering [3] and windowing (pulse
shaping) [4]–[7] are also straightforward, but they reduce the
effective length of the cyclic prefix (CP), whereas multiple-
choice sequence techniques [8], [9] require the transmission
of side information with each symbol, increasing system
overhead. Data-dependent techniques have also been proposed,
including constellation expansion [10], subcarrier weighting
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[11], [12], and phase adjustment [13]; they suffer from high
online complexity, since they require solving an optimization
problem for each OFDM symbol.

Spectral precoding, by which the active subcarriers are
modulated by a suitable function of the information symbols,
is another approach to reduce OBR [14]–[22]. Since it gener-
ally introduces in-band distortion, some appropriate decoding
may be required at the receiver to mitigate symbol error rate
(SER) degradation. Active interference cancellation (AIC)
[23]–[30] constitutes an exception, as a particular case of
spectral precoding in which data symbols are directly mapped
to their subcarriers, whereas a few additional cancellation
subcarriers, computed as a linear combination of data sym-
bols, are reserved and used for OBR reduction. Although
this process is distortionless and hence transparent to the
receiver, which merely discards cancellation subcarriers, its
effectiveness is limited. In contrast, orthogonal precoders [31]–
[34] use a precoding matrix with orthonormal columns which
does introduce in-band distortion, although its effect can be
readily corrected at the receiver without noise enhancement
due to the orthonormality property of the precoding matrix.
Orthogonal precoders significantly outperform AIC schemes
in terms of OBR reduction, but at the price of increased
computational complexity at both transmitter and receiver.

With spectral precoding, the difference between the total
number of modulated subcarriers and the number of informa-
tion symbols per block can be thought of as the redundancy
of the precoder (e.g., the number of cancellation subcarriers
in AIC). Increasing this redundancy results in more degrees of
freedom available for OBR reduction, but with the correspond-
ing penalty in spectral efficiency since fewer data symbols
per block can be transmitted. At the other extreme, neither
AIC nor orthogonal precoding can provide any OBR reduction
with zero redundancy. Thus, it is of interest to seek new
low-redundancy precoder designs achieving sufficient sidelobe
suppression, possibly at the cost of additional computational
complexity, either at the transmitter in order to implement the
precoding operation, or at the receiver to compensate in-band
distortion [15]–[21]. The designs from [19], [20] provide
a step in this direction: the amount of in-band distortion
introduced by the precoder can be controlled at the design
step, and mitigated at the receiver by means of iterative
decoding, as originally proposed in [15]. Larger distortion
levels improve OBR performance, but also impose a larger
number of iterations at the decoder side.

Motivated by the above considerations, we propose a novel
spectral precoder design providing additional flexibility in the
tradeoff between OBR reduction and complexity. In particular,
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and building upon our preliminary work in [20], we combine
a precoding block with distortion control on a per-subcarrier
basis with a strictly lower triangular band (SLTB) block, whose
joint optimization results in improved sidelobe suppression.
Moreover, the SLTB structure allows to apply successive in-
terference cancellation (SIC) at the receiver, which effectively
limits further SER degradation. Following [19], [20], [28],
[33], the proposed design aims to directly minimize OBR
over a selectable frequency range. The obtained precoding
matrices can be computed offline; in addition, some of these
matrices have (approximately) low rank, a property which can
be exploited to further reduce online computational cost.

The main contributions of the paper are summarized next:

1) A new structure is proposed for the spectral precoding
matrix. Active subcarriers are partitioned into data and
cancellation subcarriers, as in AIC, but in-band distortion
is allowed in order to improve OBR performance. To
counteract its effect, an iterative SIC decoding scheme
at the receiver is put forward, which motivates the intro-
duction of a lower triangular block at the precoder side.

2) This lower triangular block is combined with an un-
structured low-distortion block for further improvement.
Appropriate constraints on in-band distortion facilitate the
task of the iterative decoder to avoid error propagation
and SER degradation. The proposed structure allows
for (but does not require) the inclusion of protected
subcarriers, e.g., pilots, which remain free of in-band
distortion.

3) Based on this structure, the precoder coefficients are com-
puted in order to minimize OBR, defined as the integral
of the weighted PSD over a selectable frequency range.
Although the resulting problem is convex, the number
of variables and constraints is large, so we propose an
alternative low-complexity scheme to iteratively seek a
suboptimal solution.

4) We provide numerical examples to validate our design.
As it turns out, some of the blocks comprising the
precoder can be well approximated by low-rank matrices;
similarly, the triangular block of the precoder can be well
approximated by a band matrix. These facts result in
significant savings in online computational complexity.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The signal
model is given in Sec. II, and the proposed precoder structure
is presented in Sec. III. The optimization problem to obtain
the precoder matrices is discussed in Sec. IV, and online
complexity is analyzed in Sec. V. Numerical results are
provided in Sec. VI, and Sec. VII concludes the paper.

Notation: Vectors and matrices are respectively denoted by
boldface lowercase and boldface uppercase symbols. ||A||F ,
AT and AH respectively denote the Frobenius norm, the
transpose, and the conjugate transpose of A. The n × n
identity matrix is denoted as In, and its i-th column is denoted
by ei. The Euclidean norm of a vector v and the trace
of a square matrix A are respectively denoted as ‖v‖ and
trA. The Kronecker delta is denoted as δ[m], and E{·} is
the expectation operator. Blank blocks in block-partitioned
matrices correspond to all-zero blocks.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

A. Signal Model

Consider a CP-OFDM signal generated with an IFFT of
size N and cyclic prefix size of Ncp samples. Let K =
{k1, k2, . . . , kK} denote the set of indices of the K ≤ N
active subcarriers, and let xk[m] be the data modulated on
the k-th subcarrier in the m-th OFDM symbol. The baseband
samples of the multicarrier signal are then given by

s[n] =

∞∑
m=−∞

∑
k∈K

xk[m]hP[n−mL]e
2π
N k(n−mL), (1)

where L = N + Ncp is the symbol length in samples, and
the shaping pulse hP[n] equals 1 for n = 0, 1, . . . , L− 1 and
zero elsewhere. The (baseband) continuous-time multicarrier
signal is obtained as the output of a digital-to-analog converter
(DAC) with sampling frequency fs = 1

Ts
with input s[n]:

s(t) =
∞∑

n=−∞
s[n]hI(t− nTs), (2)

where hI(t) is the impulse response of the interpolation filter
in the DAC. The subcarrier spacing, in Hz, is then given by
∆f = 1

NTs
.

The allocation of the K active subcarriers is based on four
subcarrier types as follows:
• Ku subcarriers are dedicated to sending unprotected data,

i.e., data that may have been altered by the precoding
operation. The unprotected data in the m-th symbol
are collected in the vector du[m] ∈ CKu . We define
S ∈ CN×Ku as the matrix comprising the Ku columns
of IN whose indices correspond to the location of the
unprotected data subcarriers.

• Kp subcarriers are dedicated to sending protected data,
i.e., data that should not be distorted by the precoding
operation; these are collected in dp[m] ∈ CKp . Protecting
data may be necessary in the presence of legacy users
which remain oblivious to the precoding operation at the
transmitter, or to send side information about the precoder
itself [35]. We define Rp ∈ CN×Kp as the matrix com-
prising the Kp columns of IN whose indices correspond
to the location of the protected data subcarriers.

• Kt subcarriers are dedicated to sending training data
(pilots), which should not be distorted by the precoding
operation either [36]. Pilots are collected in dt[m] ∈ CKt ,
and are used for channel estimation and synchronization.
Note that dt[m] is known at the receiver, whereas du[m],
dp[m] are not. We define Rt ∈ CN×Kt as the matrix
comprising the Kt columns of IN whose indices corre-
spond to the location of the pilot subcarriers.

• Kc subcarriers are reserved for OBR reduction. We define
T ∈ CN×Kc as the matrix comprising the Kc columns
of IN whose indices correspond to the location of these
cancellation subcarriers.

Thus, one has K = Ku + Kp + Kt + Kc. Note that the
allocation matrices S, Rp, Rt, T are all semi-unitary and
pairwise orthogonal.
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The vector x[m] =
[
x0[m] x1[m] · · · xN−1[m]

]T ∈
CN modulating the subcarriers in the m-th symbol is obtained
by linearly precoding the data and the pilots by means of the
precoding matrix G ∈ CN×(Ku+Kp+Kt). Specifically, letting

d[m] , [ dTu [m] dTp [m] dTt [m] ]T ∈ CKu+Kp+Kt ,(3)

R , [ 0N×Ku
Rp Rt ] ∈ CN×(Ku+Kp+Kt), (4)

one has

x[m] = (SP + TQ+R)d[m] = Gd[m], (5)

where P ∈ CKu×(Ku+Kp+Kt) and Q ∈ CKc×(Ku+Kp+Kt)

are parameters to be designed. We assume that the sub-
carrier allocation, defined by the choice of S, T , Rp and
Rt, is given. Note that the protected and training data
are directly mapped to the corresponding entries of x[m]
without distortion: this is readily seen from the fact that
RH

p x[m] = [ 0N×Ku IKp 0N×Kt ]d[m] = dp[m], and
RH

t x[m] = [ 0N×(Ku+Kp) IKt ]d[m] = dt[m]. Also note
that the N−K entries of x[m] with indices not in K are zero,
as they correspond to unmodulated subcarriers.

It is assumed that the sequence dt[m] modulated on pi-
lot subcarriers is chosen as pseudo-random with sufficiently
long repetition period, in order to avoid undesirable line
components in the power spectrum. Thus, dt[m] statistically
behaves as a truly random sequence approximately, and will
be regarded as such. In particular, we assume that d[m] is
zero-mean with covariance E{d[m]dH [m′]} = δ[m −m′]C,
where C is positive definite diagonal, given by

C =

[
IKu

Cpt

]
, Cpt =

[
Cp

Ct

]
, (6)

with Cp = diag{ γ2
p,1 γ2

p,2 · · · γ2
p,Kp

} and Ct =

diag{ γ2
t,1 γ2

t,2 · · · γ2
t,Kt

}. Thus, unprotected data have
unit variance, whereas the k-th entries of the protected and
training data vectors dp[m], dt[m] have variances γ2

p,k and
γ2

t,k, respectively. We allow for Cpt 6= I , since it may be
desirable to allocate extra power to protected data and pilots.
Hence, x[m] is zero-mean with covariance E{x[m]xH [m′]} =
δ[m−m′]GCGH . From this point onwards, we drop the de-
pendence of the vectors x[m], d[m], etc., on the symbol index
m, and write simply x, d, etc., unless otherwise specified.

The precoding operation will distort the unprotected data
subcarriers whenever P 6= J where

J , [ IKu
0Ku×(Kp+Kt) ], (7)

since in that case SHx 6= du. In general, this in-band dis-
tortion will degrade the symbol error rate, unless appropriate
measures are taken; typically, these include the application
of some decoding algorithm at the receiver exploiting the
knowledge of the precoding matrix G and possibly the finite
alphabet property of the entries of d.

Note that unprecoded transmission with null subcarriers
corresponds to the case P = J and Q = 0, i.e., the data
subcarriers are undistorted and the cancellation subcarriers
are all set to zero. The case P = J with Q optimized to
yield low OBR corresponds to AIC; this approach completely
avoids data distortion and is transparent to the receiver, which

simply discards the cancellation subcarriers. We pursue a more
general approach in which both P and Q are optimized, under
appropriate constraints.

B. Power Spectral Density

Let HP(eω) =
∑
n hP[n]e−ωn and HI(f) =∫∞

−∞ hI(t)e
−2πftdt be the Fourier Transforms of the shaping

pulse and DAC interpolation filter, respectively. Also denote

φ0(f) , H∗P(e2πfTs) =
sin(πfTsL)

sin(πfTs)
eπfTs(L−1), (8)

φk(f) , φ0(f − k∆f ), (9)

φ(f) ,
[
φ0(f) φ1(f) · · · φN−1(f)

]T
. (10)

As shown in [37], the CP-OFDM signal s(t) in (2) is cyclo-
stationary with period LTs, and with PSD given by

Ss(f) =
|HI(f)|2

LTs
· φH(f)GCGHφ(f) (11)

= tr{GHΦ(f)GC}, (12)

where Φ(f) , |HI(f)|2
LTs

φ(f)φH(f) is Hermitian with rank 1.
Given a weight function W (f) ∈ [0, 1] ∀f , the correspond-

ing weighted power is given by

PW =

∫ ∞
−∞

W (f)Ss(f)df = tr{GHAWGC}, (13)

where we have introduced the positive (semi-)definite matrix

AW ,
∫ ∞
−∞

W (f)Φ(f)df ∈ CN×N . (14)

To quantify OBR, W (f) can be selected to emphasize certain
frequency regions over others; in the simplest case, if B ⊂ R
is the set of frequencies over which OBR is to be minimized,
one can take W (f) = 1 for f ∈ B and zero otherwise.

Our goal is to minimize PW, given in (13), with respect
to P and Q, and subject to appropriate constraints on the
total transmit power as well as on the distortion introduced on
the data subcarriers, which has a direct impact on decoding
complexity at the receiver.

III. PRECODER STRUCTURE

The structure of the precoder impacts both sidelobe suppres-
sion capability and in-band distortion. The latter may lead to
SER degradation, depending on the decoding strategy applied
at the receiver. In this section we present a decoding scheme
which, although suboptimal, has low complexity and suggests
a suitable structure for the precoder matrix.

At the receiver end, after time and frequency synchroniza-
tion, the CP is removed and an N -point FFT is applied. From
these N samples, those corresponding to the Kc cancellation
subcarriers are discarded. Of the remaining ones, the subset
of pilot subcarriers can be used for channel estimation and
synchronization, since its elements dt are known and have
not been distorted by the precoding operation. After applying
frequency-domain equalization, the vectors rp ∈ CKp and
ru ∈ CKu of protected and unprotected data subcarriers,
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respectively, are available, and the data vectors dp, du must
be recovered from them. Partition P as

P =

[
Pu︸︷︷︸
Ku

Pp︸︷︷︸
Kp

Pt︸︷︷︸
Kt

]
, (15)

so that Pd = Pudu +Ppdp +Ptdt. For convenience, we also
define

Ppt =
[
Pp Pt

]
, Rpt =

[
Rp Rt

]
. (16)

Then, assuming perfect channel estimation and zero-forcing
equalization, one has

rp = dp +wp, (17)
ru = Pd+wu

= Pudu + Ppdp + Ptdt +wu, (18)

where wp, wu are the corresponding noise vectors.
Let DEC{·} be an entrywise operator returning for each

entry its closest point in the constellation. Noting from (17)
that the protected data symbols can be readily estimated as
d̂p = DEC{rp}, we can substract the effect of the protected
and training data from (18) to obtain

r̃u = ru − Ppd̂p − Ptdt

≈ Pudu +wu, (19)

where it was assumed that d̂p ≈ dp. The receiver needs to
recover du given r̃u in (19); to this end, the structure of the
precoding matrix Pu has to be conducive to efficient decoding.
Thus, we propose to constrain Pu to be of the form

Pu = Π(IKu + Θ + ∆), (20)

with Π, Θ, ∆ ∈ CKu×Ku such that:
• Π is a permutation matrix;
• Θ is a strictly lower triangular band matrix [38, Sec.

1.2.1] with bandwidth b ≤ Ku−1, i.e., Θk` = 0 if ` ≥ k
or ` < k − b;

• ∆ is a full matrix with small elements (as described
below).

The above structure is motivated by the following iterative de-
coding procedure, which exploits the finite-alphabet property
of data. Let Imax be the maximum number of iterations, and
initialize d̂(0)

u = E{du} = 0. Then, for i = 1, 2, . . . , Imax, we
first compute the intermediate variable

s(i) = ΠH r̃u −∆d̂(i−1)
u , (21)

and then, since Θ is strictly lower triangular, apply SIC to
obtain the next estimate d̂(i)

u as

d̂
(i)
u,1 = DEC

{
s

(i)
1

}
,

d̂
(i)
u,2 = DEC

{
s

(i)
2 −Θ21d̂

(i)
u,1

}
,

...

d̂
(i)
u,Ku

= DEC
{
s

(i)
Ku
−
∑Ku−1
`=1 ΘKu`d̂

(i)
u,`

}
.

(22)

The choice of permutation Π sets the decoding order in the
SIC process (21)-(22), and is assumed fixed. Note that, by the
band property of Θ, products Θk`d̂

(i)
u,` are zero for ` < k− b,

and need not be computed in (22). By selecting b, complexity
can be traded off against OBR reduction performance: larger
values of b result in more degrees of freedom for Θ, but also
increase the number of complex products required in (22).
We denote the set of strictly lower triangular Ku ×Ku band
matrices with bandwidth b by LKu

b .
The effect of the distortion matrix ∆ is substracted in step

(21) based on the estimates from the previous iteration; thus,
in order to limit error propagation, the size of the elements of
∆ should not be too large, as discussed in Sec. IV.

IV. PRECODER DESIGN

To avoid unacceptable SER degradation at the receiver when
the decoding scheme of Sec. III is adopted, some constraint
must be placed on the size of the distortion matrix ∆. To this
end, note that the normalized inter-carrier interference (ICI)
power in the k-th unprotected subcarrier due to this distortion
matrix is given by the squared norm of the k-th row of ∆:

E{|eHk ∆du|2}
E{|eHk du|2}

= ‖∆Hek‖2. (23)

Then, it is reasonable to constrain the normalized ICI on a
per-subcarrier basis: we set a maximum normalized ICI of
εk � 1 for the k-th unprotected data subcarrier.

Another issue that needs to be considered is the potential
generation of undesirable spectral peaks in the signal passband.
This effect is well known for AIC [25], [39], and results from
the optimal precoder giving too much gain to the cancellation
subcarriers. Hence, to avoid spectral overshoot in our design,
we introduce regularization terms to the cost function PW in
(13), penalizing large values of the power of the precoded
vector components due to the precoding matrices Ppt, Q and
Θ. Specifically, letting dpt = [ dHp dHt ]H , these power
values are computed as follows:

E{‖SPptdpt‖2} = tr{PptCptP
H
pt } = ‖PptC

1/2
pt ‖2F ,(24)

E{‖TQd‖2} = tr{QCQH} = ‖QC1/2‖2F , (25)
E{‖SΠΘdu‖2} = tr{ΘΘH} = ‖Θ‖2F . (26)

Thus, the following problem is obtained:

min
Ppt,Q,∆,Θ

tr{GHAWGC}+ α‖PptC
1/2
pt ‖2F

+ β‖QC1/2‖2F + γ‖Θ‖2F

s. to


G = S[ Π(I + Θ + ∆) Ppt ] + TQ+R,

Θ ∈ LKu

b ,
εk ≥ ‖∆Hek‖2, k = 1, . . . ,Ku,

(27)

where α, β, γ ≥ 0 are regularization parameters. Their
values should be chosen sufficiently large to effectively limit
in-band spectral peaks, but not so large as to result in excessive
performance loss in terms of OBR. Note that it is not necessary
to introduce a regularization term for ∆, as its Frobenius norm
is already effectively limited by the per-subcarrier normalized
ICI constraints: ‖∆‖2F =

∑Ku

k=1 ‖∆Hek‖2 ≤
∑Ku

k=1 εk.
The objective and the Ku inequality constraints in (27) are

convex quadratic, whereas the remaining constraints are linear.
Hence, problem (27) is convex, and it could be tackled with
any suitable convex solver. However, this approach quickly
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becomes impractical as the number of subcarriers increases:
the large number of optimization variables and constraints
would result in very high computational complexity. This is
of particular relevance in dynamic spectrum access (DSA)
systems which must reconfigure their transmission parameters
as spectrum availability changes over time, so that precod-
ing matrices may have to be frequently recomputed. Due
to this, we seek alternative reduced-complexity approaches
to approximately solving (27). In particular, we propose to
cyclically minimize the objective w.r.t. each of {Ppt,Q}, ∆,
and Θ while keeping the remaining variables fixed, as follows.
Initialize ∆0 = 0 and Θ0 = 0, and then for j ≥ 1 do:

{Ppt,j ,Qj} = arg min
Ppt,Q

PW(Ppt,Q,∆j−1,Θj−1)

+ α‖PptC
1/2
pt ‖2F

+ β‖QC1/2‖2F , (28)
∆j = arg min

∆
PW(Ppt,j ,Qj ,∆,Θj−1)

s. to ||∆Hek||2 ≤ εk, 1 ≤ k ≤ Ku, (29)
Θj = arg min

Θ
PW(Ppt,j ,Qj ,∆j ,Θ) + γ‖Θ‖2F

s. to Θ ∈ LKu

b . (30)

At each iteration, the tuple (Ppt,j ,Qj ,∆j ,Θj) is feasible for
problem (27); therefore, any convergent point must be feasible,
since the feasible set is closed. In addition, the regularized cost
function in (27) is decreased (or at most, does not increase)
at each of the steps (28)-(30); since this cost function is
nonnegative, the sequence of its values necessarily converges.

Each of the three subproblems (28)-(30) is addressed in turn
in the following subsections.

A. Optimization of {Ppt,Q}
For convenience, let us partition Q = [Qu Qpt ], where

Qu ∈ CKc×Ku and Qpt ∈ CKc×(Kp+Kt). Let Pu,j−1 =
Π(IKu + Θj−1 + ∆j−1) be fixed, so that (28) is rewritten as

min
Ppt,Q

J , tr{GHAWGC}+ α tr{PH
ptPptCpt}

+ β tr{QHQC} (31)
s. to G = S [Pu,j−1 Ppt ] + TQ+R.

This is a convex quadratic problem, whose solution can be
found in closed form as follows. Let us partition the precoding
matrix as G = [Gu Gpt ], where Gu = SPu,j−1 +TQu and
Gpt = SPpt +TQpt +Rpt. In view of (6), the first and third
terms of the cost J in (31) can be written respectively as

tr{GHAWGC} = tr{GH
u AWGu}

+ tr{GH
ptAWGptCpt}, (32)

β tr{QHQC} = β tr{QH
u Qu}

+ β tr{QH
ptQptCpt}. (33)

We recall the following properties of the complex gradient1:
for constant matrices A, B, it holds that ∇X tr{XHA} =

1Writing the complex-valued matrix X = [x1 · · · xn ] columnwise, the
gradient of a scalar, real-valued function f w.r.t. X is defined also columnwise
as ∇Xf = [∇x1f · · · ∇xnf ], with ∇xf = 1

2
[∇Re xf + j∇Imxf ].

A, ∇X tr{AHX} = 0, and ∇X tr{XHAXB} = AXB.
Then one has

∇Ppt
J = SHAWSPptCpt + SHAW(TQpt +Rpt)

+ αPptCpt, (34)
∇Qpt

J = THAWTQptCpt + THAW(SPpt +Rpt)

+ βQptCpt, (35)
∇Qu
J = THAWTQu + THAWSPu,j−1 + βQu.(36)

Since Cpt is invertible, equating (34)-(36) to zero yields the
solution to (31):

Qu,j = −(THAWT + βIKc
)−1THAWSPu,j−1,(37)[

Ppt,j

Qpt,j

]
= −(ZHAWZ +D)−1ZHAWRpt, (38)

where we have introduced the matrices

Z =
[
S T

]
, D =

[
αIKu

βIKc

]
. (39)

Note that (38) is in fact independent of the iteration index j,
so it only has to be computed once.

B. Optimization of ∆

For fixed Ppt = Ppt,j , Q = Qj and Θ = Θj−1, problem
(29) becomes

min
∆

tr{GHAWGC} (40)

s.to

 εk ≥ ‖∆Hek‖2, k = 1, . . . ,Ku,
G = S [ Π(IKu + Θj−1 + ∆) Ppt,j ]

+ TQj +R.
(41)

The main hurdle towards efficiently solving (40)-(41) is the
large number of inequality constraints related to the per-
subcarrier normalized ICI power. Noting that each of these
constraints involves a single row of ∆, we propose to sequen-
tially minimize the objective with respect to each of these rows
while keeping the remaining Ku − 1 rows fixed. To this end,
let δk = ∆Hek, and let ∆k = ∆−ekδHk , i.e., ∆k is obtained
by zeroing out the k-th row of ∆. With these, let us introduce

Gj,k = S
[
Π(IKu

+ Θj−1 + ∆k) Ppt,j

]
+TQj+R, (42)

which does not depend on δk. Then the precoder matrix can
be written as G = Gj,k + SΠekδ

H
k J , where J was defined

in (7). Therefore, the problem of optimizing δk while keeping
∆k fixed can be stated as

min
δk

tr{GHAWGC} (43)

s.to
{
‖δk‖2 ≤ εk,
G = Gj,k + SΠekδ

H
k J .

(44)

This convex quadratic problem with a quadratic inequality
constraint is highly structured and can be solved in closed
form, as shown in Appendix A. In this way, the rows of ∆ are
optimized in a sequential fashion. The order of the sequence
may be cyclic or random, and the number of passes can be
either fixed, or variable subject to some stopping criterion.
Note that in (44), j denotes the index of the outer iterations
corresponding to (28)-(30), whereas k is the index of the inner
iterations corresponding to the row updates with j fixed.
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C. Optimization of Θ

For fixed Ppt = Ppt,j , Q = Qj and ∆ = ∆j , problem
(30) becomes

min
Θ

tr{GHAWGC}+ γ‖Θ‖2F (45)

s.to

Θ ∈ LKu×Ku

b ,
G = S [ Π(IKu

+ Θ + ∆j) Ppt,j ]
+ TQj +R.

(46)

Note that the constraint Θ ∈ LKu×Ku

b is linear in Θ. Then
the objective in (45) can be written in terms of the nonzero
elements of Θ, resulting in a convex quadratic problem
(see Appendix B). The overall procedure for computing the
precoder G = SP +TQ+R is summarized in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Structured Spectral Precoder design
1: Input: subcarrier allocation matrices {S,T ,R}, OBR

matrix AW, covariance matrix C, permutation matrix
Π, bandwidth b, normalized ICI constraints {εk}Ku

k=1,
regularization factors α, β, γ

2: Initialize ∆0 ← 0Ku×Ku
, Θ0 ← 0Ku×Ku

, j = 1
3: repeat
4: Compute Qu,j , Qpt,j , Ppt,j via (37), (38)
5: Set Qj ← [ Qu,j Qpt,j ] and ∆←∆j−1

6: repeat
7: pick k ∈ {1, . . . ,Ku} and set Gj,k as per (42)
8: find δk by solving (43)-(44) as per Appendix A
9: overwrite the k-th column of ∆ with δk

10: until no change in ∆
11: set ∆j ←∆
12: find Θj by solving (45) as per Appendix B
13: set Pj ← [ Π(IKu + Θj + ∆j) Ppt,j ]
14: set j ← j + 1
15: until no change in {Pj ,Qj}

V. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS

Implementation complexity is a critical factor for any OBR
reduction method, both at transmitter and receiver. Our design
of precoder matrices can be done offline, as it is data-
independent. Regarding online complexity, one has:
• At the transmitter, directly implementing (5) requires

(Ku +Kc)(Ku +Kp +Kt) complex multiplications per
OFDM symbol (cmults/symb).

• At the receiver end, since dt is known, the term Ptdt

can be precomputed and stored, so the initial step (19)
requires KuKp cmults. The intermediate step (21) re-
quires K2

u cmults/symb per iteration, except for the first
iteration which is multiplication-free; whereas the number
of cmults/symb in the SIC step (22) is b(Ku−b)+ 1

2b(b−
1) ≤ bKu per iteration2.

2Note that this figure may be actually lower if one exploits the finite-
alphabet nature of past decisions: for instance, with Quadrature Phase-Shift
Keying (QPSK) modulation, the terms d̂(i)

u,` in (22) belong in {1 + j, 1 −
j,−1 + j,−1− j}, so that Θk`d̂

(i)
u,` can be actually computed with just two

real additions; similar considerations apply to the computation of ∆d̂
(i−1)
u in

(21). Nevertheless, we do not take such potential savings into account when
reporting computational loads.

Interestingly, as shown in Sec. VI, the matrix ∆ obtained by
the proposed design tends to have many small singular values,
which is reasonable since the constraints on normalized ICI
prevent ∆ from being “large”. This property motivates the use
of a low-rank approximation of ∆ to reduce implementation
complexity. The best choice, in the sense of minimizing the
squared Frobenius norm of the approximation error, is given
by truncating the singular value decomposition (SVD), as per
the Eckart-Young theorem [40]. Thus, if the SVD of ∆ is
truncated to r∆ < Ku principal components, then

∆ ≈ L∆M
H
∆ , (47)

for some L∆ ∈ CKu×r∆ and M∆ ∈ CKu×r∆ . Then the
transmitter computes (5) as

x = SΠ(du + Θdu +L∆(MH
∆ du))

+ S(Ppdp + Ptdt) + TQd+Rd, (48)

which, taking into account that the terms involving dt can be
precomputed and stored, requires b(Ku− 1

2 (b+1))+2r∆Ku+
KuKp +Kc(Ku +Kp) cmults/symb. Analogously, at the re-
ceiver end, the intermediate step (21) can be implemented with
2r∆Ku cmults/symb per iteration. This results in significant
savings, because usually it is possible to take r∆ � Ku

without significantly compromising OBR reduction.

VI. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

We provide examples of the performance of the proposed
design. For reference, we compare the corresponding PSD
with those of a plain CP-OFDM system with null subcarriers
and no precoding (P = J and Q = 0), the standard AIC
design (P = J ), and two variations of Orthogonal Precoding
to accommodate protected and training subcarriers, termed
Plain Orthogonal Precoding (POP) and Extended Orthogonal
Precoding (EOP), which are described in Appendix C. In
both cases the design criterion is the minimization of the
weighted power (13); the structure of EOP is an extension
of that proposed in [35], which considered data and pilot
subcarriers, to also allow for protected subcarriers not known
at the receiver. If all subcarriers are unprotected, POP and EOP
reduce to the design from [33].

Assuming an ideal lowpass interpolation filter HI(f) with
cutoff frequency fs/2, three different scenarios are examined
for a transmitter with IFFT size N = 512 and CP length
Ncp = N/16, which differ in the number and layout of active
subcarriers. In all cases, all protected subcarriers have the same
power γ2

p,k = 1.2, whereas all training subcarriers have power
γ2

t,k = 1.5. The permutation matrix Π ∈ CKu×Ku is taken as

Π =
[
eKu

2
eKu

2 +1 eKu
2 −1 eKu

2 +2 · · · e1 eKu

]
.

(49)
With this choice, the SIC decoder starts with the innermost
subcarrier, and then progresses incrementally towards the
band edges alternating between subcarriers below and above
the passband center. This decoding order has been found to
yield a more uniform distribution of power across subcarriers,
resulting in a PSD with reduced in-band spectral peaks. In all
designs, the regularization factors are selected by trial and
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Fig. 1. Scenario 1: Kc = 6, ε = 0.005, b = 215. (a) PSD envelope of different designs. Dashed vertical lines mark the boundary of the OBR region; (b)
Symbol error rate with the proposed decoding scheme.

error in order to obtain the best performance in terms of
OBR reduction without incurring in spectral overshoot. They
are expressed in terms of the product of dimensions of the
corresponding matrices, e.g., for α, β, γ in (27) we write
α = ᾱKu(Kp + Kt), β = β̄Kc(Ku + Kp + Kt), γ = γ̄K2

u ,
whereas for α′ in (65), we write α′ = ᾱ′(Ku+Kc)(Kp+Kt).

A. Scenario 1
We consider a layout with K = 257 active subcarri-

ers symmetrically located about the carrier frequency, i.e.,
K = {−128, · · · , 0, · · · , 128}. There are Kp = 4 pro-
tected subcarriers, with indices in Kp = {±10,±20}, and
Kt = 31 training subcarriers, with indices in Kt =
{0,±8,±16, · · · ,±112,±120}, so Ku = 222−Kc. The OBR
region is B = { fs4 +

∆f

2 ≤ |f | ≤
fs
2 }, with weight W (f) = 1

for f ∈ B and 0 elsewhere. The Kc cancellation subcarriers
are symmetrically placed at the lower and upper edges of the
passband, with indices in Kc = {−128,−127, · · · ,−128 +
(Kc

2 − 1), 128 − (Kc

2 − 1), . . . , 127, 128}. It is assumed that
Kc is even, so that Ku is even as well.

Fig. 1(a) shows the PSD obtained in this setting by the
different precoder designs, all of them with Kc = 6 cancella-
tion subcarriers; thus, the precoder redundancy is Kc

K = 2.3%
(only the PSD envelope is shown for clarity). The extra
power allocated to protected and pilot subcarriers makes their
locations within the passband clearly noticeable. The AIC
precoding design (β̄ = 16) provides little OBR reduction with
respect to the reference scheme using Kc/2 null subcarriers at
each passband edge, whereas the orthogonal designs (POP and
EOP, ᾱ′ = 0) perform significantly better. For the proposed
design, we initially constrain the normalized ICI power to
εk = ε = 0.005 ∀k and b = Ku − 1 = 215, so that all the
degrees of freedom available in the precoding matrix Θ are
used. The proposed design (ᾱ = 0.2, β̄ = 0.3, γ̄ = 0.005)
significantly outperforms the other schemes, providing lower
PSD levels in the OBR region. The SER obtained with the
decoding scheme described in Sec. III is shown in Fig. 1(b),

assuming an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel.
It is seen that directly slicing the vector r̃u in (19) yields
poor performance (curve labeld ”direct” in the figure), due
to intercarrier interference introduced by the precoding matrix
Pu. The SIC-based decoder effectively counteracts this effect
with just two iterations in this case, for both QPSK and 16-
QAM modulation.

To explore more computationally efficient alternatives, let
us introduce two energy compaction metrics applied to the
Ku × Ku matrices Θ and ∆, respectively. For the strictly
lower triangular Θ, we define the energy compaction over
subdiagonals as the energy of all coefficients in subdiagonals
1 through k, normalized by the total energy, i.e.,

Dk(Θ) =

∑k
i=1

∑Ku−1
j=1 |Θi+j,j |2

‖Θ‖2F
, k = 1, 2, . . . ,Ku − 1,

(50)
whereas for the matrix ∆, we measure the energy compaction
over its singular values σ1(∆) ≥ σ2(∆) ≥ . . . ≥ σKu

(∆) as

Fk(∆) =

∑k
i=1 σ

2
i (∆)

‖∆‖2F
, k = 1, 2, . . . ,Ku. (51)

Note that DKu−1(Θ) = 1 and FKu
(∆) = 1 always hold.

From Fig. 2, it is seen that the most significant coefficients
of Θ are grouped in the first subdiagonals (for example, the
first 60 subdiagonals pack over 90% of the total energy), and
that ∆ has a small number of significant singular values. These
observations motivate the adoption of a banded structure for Θ
and a low-rank approximation for ∆, in order to reduce com-
putational complexity with a small impact on performance. To
check this point, Table I shows the performance loss incurred
by replacing ∆ by its best r∆-rank approximation: it is seen
that as long as r∆ ≥ 7, the loss is below 1 dB.

Next, the precoder was redesigned keeping the normalized
ICI power constraint ε = 0.005, but with different values of the
bandwidth b ∈ {0, 2, 4, 10, 20, 50}; the resulting matrix ∆ was
replaced by its best rank-7 approximation in all cases with very
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TABLE I
OBR LOSS INCURRED BY A LOW-RANK APPROXIMATION OF ∆. SCENARIO 1, N = 512, Kc = 6, ε = 0.005, b = 215.

r∆ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
dB 21.1 16.2 15.3 13.7 8.2 5.1 0.9 0.6 0.1 0.05
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Fig. 2. Scenario 1: Kc = 6, ε = 0.005, b = 215. Energy compaction metrics
Dk(Θ) (top) and Fk(∆) (bottom).

small performance loss. Fig. 3(a) shows the corresponding
PSDs. For b = 0 (meaning the triangular component Θ is
absent in the precoder) the proposed design performs better
than POP but worse than EOP. However, for b ≥ 2 the
proposed scheme outperforms EOP. The PSD obtained with
b = 50 is nearly identical to that with b = 215.

The convergence of the proposed method in terms of
OBR reduction (relative to the OBR achieved with the null
subcarriers-based reference scheme) is shown in Fig. 3(b),
together with the corresponding values obtained with AIC,
POP and EOP. In general, convergence is smooth but takes
longer for larger b. For all values of b, the observed SER
behavior of the decoder in the AWGN channel was similar
to that in Fig. 1(b), taking two iterations to converge. Table
II lists the online complexity of the different designs in this
setting, both at the transmitter and at the receiver, together
with the attained OBR reduction. With b = 50, OBR is 13.4
dB below that of EOP, at the price of increased complexity
(by a factor of 4.2 at the transmitter and 6.5 at the receiver,
approximately). The value of b can be further decreased to
trade off performance and complexity; for example, with b = 4
it is possible to achieve an OBR improvement of 8.3 dB over
EOP, at about twice its computational cost.

In the next experiment, still with Kc = 6, the bandwidth of
Θ was fixed to b = 10, and the value of the normalized
ICI power constraint εk = ε (common to all unprotected
subcarriers) was varied as ε ∈ {0, 0.0025, 0.01, 0.015}. Note
that ε = 0 means that the term ∆ is absent in (20); for ε > 0,
a low-rank approximation of ∆ was adopted using r∆ = 7.
The resulting PSD can be seen in Fig. 4(a), whereas Fig. 4(b)
shows the SER of the decoding scheme of Sec. III. There is a
clear tradeoff in the selection of ε between OBR improvement

and the required number of decoding iterations, a tradeoff
which becomes more demanding for denser constellations. For
instance, with ε = 0.015, the proposed precoder achieves an
OBR reduction of 14.4 dB with respect to EOP; however, with
16-QAM the decoder takes about 3-4 iterations to converge,
and it presents a 1-dB gap at SER= 10−4 with respect to the
baseline unprecoded system. Thus, for a given OBR level, the
pair (b, ε) can be selected depending of the target SER and
TX/RX complexities.

Fig. 5 shows the complementary cumulative distribution
function (CCDF) of the Peak-to-Average Power Ratio (PAPR)
of the multicarrier signals generated in this scenario. The
PAPR degradation for the EOP scheme with respect to the
unprecoded case with null subcarriers is 0.1 dB, and for the
proposed scheme it remains within 1 dB. For fixed b the PAPR
seems to be almost insensitive to the choice of ε, whereas for
fixed ε PAPR degradation becomes worse for low values of
b > 0. For b = 0 (not shown for clarity) the PAPR degradation
of the proposed scheme is less than 0.1 dB.

Next, the number of cancellation subcarriers is reduced
to Kc = 2 (redundancy Kc

K = 0.8%). We fix b = 10,
whereas now εk = ε ∈ {0, 0.005, 0.01, 0.015}, and r∆ = 10
is adopted for ε > 0. The resulting PSD and SER curves
are shown in Fig. 6. In this low-redundancy setting, the or-
thogonal precoders cannot substantially improve performance
with respect to simply turning off the cancellation subcarriers.
The proposed scheme, in contrast, is able to reduce OBR
significantly at the expense of increased complexity: for ε = 0,
the number of cmults/symb at the TX and RX (with a single
decoding iteration) is about twice that of EOP, whereas for
ε > 0 the corresponding complexities increase by factors of
4.4 at the TX and 5.4 at the RX (with two decoding iterations).

B. Scenario 2

In the second scenario, the number of active subcarriers
is reduced to K = 65 with K = {−32, · · · , 0, · · · , 32}.
There are Kp = 2 protected subcarriers, with indices in
Kp = {±9}, and Kt = 9 training subcarriers, with Kt =
{0,±6,±12,±18,±24}, so that Ku = 54 − Kc. The OBR
region is now B = { fs16 +

∆f

2 ≤ |f | ≤ fs
2 }, with weight

function W (f) = 1 for f ∈ B and zero elsewhere. Only
Kc = 2 cancellation subcarriers are available (redundancy
Kc

K = 3.1%), with indices in Kc = {±32}.
The resulting PSD and SER curves in AWGN channel

obtained with b = 4 and for four different values of the
normalized ICI power ε (with εk = ε for all k) are shown
in Fig. 7. Again, the reduced number of cancellation subcar-
riers available results in poor performance of the orthogonal
precoders, whereas the proposed design shows much better
behavior. In all cases, a low-rank approximation of ∆ with
r∆ = 8 was adopted without noticeable degradation. Larger
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TABLE II
ONLINE COMPLEXITY (IN CMULTS/SYMB AND AS PERCENTAGE OF IFFT/FFT COMPUTATIONAL COST N

2
log2N ) AT TX AND RX, AND OBR

REDUCTION (IN dBr) FOR DIFFERENT DESIGNS. SCENARIO 1, N = 512, Kc = 6, ε = 0.005, r∆ = 7, TWO DECODING ITERATIONS.

AIC POP EOP b = 0 b = 2 b = 4 b = 10 b = 20 b = 50

TX 1320 2628 3516 5208 5637 6062 7313 9318 14 733
(57%) (114%) (153%) (226%) (245%) (263%) (317%) (404%) (639%)

RX – 2628 3516 3888 4746 5596 8098 12 108 22 938
(114%) (153%) (169%) (206%) (243%) (351%) (525%) (996%)

dBr 2.3 7.1 14.8 10.9 20.8 23.1 24.1 26.0 28.2

values of ε yield better OBR reduction, but with more decoding
iterations needed at the receiver, and with an increasing gap
with respect to the unprecoded reference system.

Next, we consider a multipath block-fading channel with
exponential power delay profile. Specifically, channel taps are
generated as c[n] = e

− n
2δNcp · c̃[n], 0 ≤ n ≤ Ncp−1, with c̃[n]

i.i.d. realizations of a circularly symmetric zero-mean complex
Gaussian random variable. In this way, δNcp corresponds to
both the mean delay and the rms delay spread of the channel.
The corresponding frequency-domain channel is normalized
to yield

∑
k∈K |C[k]|2 = K. Fig. 8 shows the SER curves

for the proposed decoder corresponding to a design with ε =
0.005 and b = 4, assuming perfect channel knowledge and
zero-forcing equalization; a different channel realization was
independently drawn for each OFDM symbol. The proposed
decoding scheme is seen to converge in a single iteration with
QPSK with a gap smaller than 1 dB with respect to the baseline
unprecoded system; with 16-QAM convergence is achieved in
1-2 iterations, and the gap is under 2 dB. SER performance is
seen to degrade with increasing delay spread, as expected.

C. Scenario 3

Lastly, we consider a scenario with non-contiguous
K = 193 active subcarriers, with indices in K =
{−1,−2, · · · ,−63} ∪ {±64,±65, · · · ,±128}. The protected
subcarriers are at Kp = {±80,±100} (Kp = 4), and the
training subcarriers are at Kt = {±72,±84, · · · ,±120} ∪

{−12,−24, · · · ,−60} (Kt = 15). Thus, in this case Ku =
174−Kc. The OBR region is now B = Bout ∪ Bin, with

Bout =

{
fs
4

+
∆f

2
≤ |f | ≤ fs

2

}
,

Bin =

{
−∆f

2
≤ f ≤ fs

8
− ∆f

2

}
.

The Kc = 4 cancellation subcarriers (redundancy
Kc

K = 2.1%) are placed at the spectrum edges: Kc =
{−128,−1, 64, 128}. We set b = 4 and εk = ε = 0.005 for
all k, and consider two different spectral weighting functions:
• Uniform weight: W (f) = 1 for all f ∈ B. Regularization

factors ᾱ = 0.1, β̄ = 0, γ̄ = 0.08.
• Non-uniform weight: W (f) = 1 for f ∈ Bout and
W (f) = 10 for f ∈ Bin. In this way, more priority is
given to low PSD levels over Bin. Regularization factors
ᾱ = 10, β̄ = 0, γ̄ = 0.2.

Results obtained with a low-rank approximation r∆ = 10 are
shown in Fig. 9. The orthogonal precoder designed with a
uniform weight yields little OBR reduction over either Bout

or Bin; with a nonuniform weight, the PSD over Bin is lowered
by 10 dB. Nevertheless, the proposed design provides much
better performance in this setting. It is seen that OBR reduction
over Bin and Bout can be traded off by selecting the spectral
weighting function. Regarding SER performance, the gap to
the unprecoded reference system in AWGN channel is within
0.3 dB and 1 dB for QPSK and 16-QAM, respectively, with
convergence taking place in two iterations in both cases.
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Fig. 4. Scenario 1: Kc = 6, b = 10. (a) PSD envelope; (b) Symbol error rate of the proposed decoding scheme with QPSK and 16-QAM in AWGN channel.
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VII. CONCLUSION

By allowing in-band distortion, the performance of spectral
precoders can be significantly improved. Orthogonal precoders
exploit this fact, providing satisfactory performance if suffi-
cient redundancy can be afforded. However, in scenarios tar-
geting high spectrum utilization, this may not be the case, and
the proposed precoder design constitutes an alternative. The
structure of the precoding matrix is selected with the operation
of the decoder in mind, in order to allow compensation of in-
band distortion. In this way, sidelobe reduction can be traded
off against spectral redundancy, computational complexity, in-
band spectral peaks, and error rate degradation, particularly
with denser constellations.

The proposed decoding method targets low-complexity im-
plementation and hinges on successive interference cancella-
tion feeding back hard decisions on the data symbols, which
is not necessarily optimal. The development of alternative
designs based on more sophisticated decoding schemes has the

potential to reduce error rate degradation for spectral precoders
aiming at aggressive sidelobe reduction, and constitutes an
interesting line for future work.

APPENDIX A
SOLUTION TO (43)-(44)

In view of (6) and (7), one has JC = J and JCJH =
IKu

. Using these, and introducing B = ΠHSHAWSΠ and
F = JG

H

j,kAWSΠ, the objective in (43) reads as

tr{GHAWGC} = tr{GH

j,kAWGj,kC}
+ tr{δkeHk BekδHk }
+ 2 Re tr{FekδHk }. (52)

Gj,k does not depend on δk, so (43)-(44) can be rewritten as

min
δk

(eHk Bek)(δHk δk) + 2 Re{δHk Fek} s. to δHk δk ≤ εk.
(53)

The unconstrained minimizer of the cost in (53) is given by
δk = − Fek

eHk Bek
. If it is feasible, i.e., if ‖Fek‖2

(eHk Bek)2 ≤ εk, then
it also constitutes the solution to the constrained problem;
otherwise, the constraint must hold with equality. The cor-
responding Lagrangian, with Lagrange multiplier λ, is

L = (eHk Bek)(δHk δk)+2 Re{δHk Fek}+λ(δHk δk−εk). (54)

Equating the gradient of L to zero yields δk = − Fek
eHk Bek+λ

.
Substituting this in δHk δk = εk, one finds that (eHk Bek +

λ)2 = ‖Fek‖2
εk

; thus, δk = s
√
εk

Fek
‖Fek‖ , with s ∈ {−1,+1}.

To remove the sign ambiguity, substitute this expression of δk
in the objective of (53) to obtain

(eHk Bek)(δHk δk) + 2 Re{δHk Fek}
= (eHk Bek)εk + 2s

√
εk‖Fek‖, (55)

which is minimized over s ∈ {−1,+1} when s = −1. Thus,
the solution to (53) can be compactly written as

δk = − 1

m
Fek, m = max{eHk Bek, ‖Fek‖/

√
εk}. (56)
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APPENDIX B
SOLUTION TO (45)-(46)

The component of G independent of Θ is given by

G̃j = S [ Π(IKu
+ ∆j) Ppt,j ] + TQj +R, (57)

so that G = G̃j+SΠΘJ . Since CJH = JH and JCJH =
IKu

, one has

tr{GHAWGC} = tr{G̃H
j AWG̃jC}

+ 2 Re tr{ΘHΠHSHAWG̃jJ
H}

+ tr{ΘHΠHSHAWSΠΘ}. (58)

Let us write Θ =
[
θ1 θ2 · · · θKu

]
columnwise. The

constraint Θ ∈ LKu×Ku

b can be made explicit in terms of the
columns {θk} as θk = Ekθ̃k, where for k = 1, 2, . . .Ku − b,

Ek =

 0k×b
Ib

0(Ku−b−k)×b

 ∈ CKu×b, θ̃k ∈ Cb, (59)

whereas for k = Ku − b+ 1, . . . ,Ku − 1,

Ek =

[
0k×(Ku−k)

IKu−k

]
∈ CKu×(Ku−k), θ̃k ∈ CKu−k,

(60)
and finally θKu

= 0. Thus, θ̃k comprises the
nonzero elements of θk, and one can write
Θ =

∑Ku

k=1 θke
H
k =

∑Ku−1
k=1 Ekθ̃ke

H
k . Note that

tr{ΘHB} =
∑Ku−1
k=1 θ̃Hk E

H
k Bek for any B ∈ CKu×Ku . For

ease of notation, let us introduce

Mk = EH
k ΠHSHAWSΠEk ∈ Cnk×nk , (61)

vj,k = EH
k ΠHSHAWG̃jJ

Hek ∈ Cnk , (62)

where nk = b for 1 ≤ k ≤ Ku − b, nk = Ku − k for
Ku − b+ 1 ≤ k ≤ Ku − 1 is the number of columns of Ek.
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Fig. 8. Scenario 2: Kc = 2, ε = 0.005, b = 4. Symbol error rate of
the proposed decoding scheme with QPSK and 16-QAM with a multipath
channel.

Then we can rewrite problem (45)-(46) as

min
{θ̃k}

Ku−1∑
k=1

θ̃Hk Mkθ̃k + 2 Re

Ku−1∑
k=1

θ̃Hk vj,k + γ

Ku−1∑
k=1

θ̃Hk θ̃k,

(63)
which is convex quadratic. Its solution is given by

θ̃k = −(Mk + γInk)−1vj,k, k = 1, . . . ,Ku − 1. (64)

APPENDIX C
ORTHOGONAL PRECODER DESIGN

Let R and Z be as in (4) and (39) respectively. Consider a
precoder G = ZF +R, where F ∈ C(Ku+Kc)×(Ku+Kp+Kt)

is to be optimized. This structure does not distort the protected
and pilot subcarriers: with x = Gd, one has RH

p x = dp,
RH

t x = dt. Let us partition F = [Fu Fp Ft ], where Fu ∈
C(Ku+Kc)×Ku , Fp ∈ C(Ku+Kc)×Kp and Ft ∈ C(Ku+Kc)×Kt .

A. Plain Orthogonal Precoder

In this design we fix Fp = 0 and Ft = 0. Then, at the
output of the receiver’s zero-forcing equalizer, the vector of
Ku +Kc samples at unprotected and cancellation subcarriers
satisfies ruc = Fudu +wuc, with wuc the noise term. Thus,
if Fu has orthonormal columns, FHu ruc = du + FHu wuc

approximately recovers du. The weighted power in (13) be-
comes PW = tr{GHAWGC} = tr{FHu ZHAWZFu} +
tr{RH

ptAWRptCpt}, which is minimized over the set of semi-
unitary matrices when Fu comprises the Ku least eigenvectors
of ZHAWZ. Since Fu has orthonormal columns, the products
Fudu (at the transmitter) and FHu ruc (at the receiver) can be
efficiently performed by resorting to Householder reflectors
[41], taking 2KuKc +K2

c complex multiplications each.

B. Extended Orthogonal Precoder

Allowing Fp, Ft to be nonzero, one has ruc = Fudu +
Fpdp +Ftdt +wuc. The term Ftdt is known to the receiver,
whereas an estimate d̂p can be readily obtained as shown in
Sec. III. Thus, if Fu is semiunitary, and assuming d̂p ≈ dp,
the receiver computes FHu (ruc − Fpd̂p − Ftdt) = du +
FHu Fp(dp − d̂p) +FHu wuc ≈ du +FHu wuc, and again du is
approximately recovered.

Let Fpt = [Fp Ft ]. It can be readily checked that the
weighted power in (13) becomes PW = tr{GHAWGC} =
tr{FHu ZHAWZFu} + tr{(ZFpt + Rpt)

HAW(ZFpt +
Rpt)Cpt}. To avoid spectral peaks due to the term Fpt, we
introduce a regularization term and then solve

min
Fu,Fpt

PW + α′‖FptC
1/2
pt ‖2F s. to FHu Fu = IKu . (65)

The solution to (65) is such that Fu comprises the Ku

least eigenvectors of ZHAWZ and Fpt = −(ZHAWZ +
α′IKu+Kc

)−1ZHAWRpt. In this case, exploiting again the
properties of Householder reflectors [41], and the fact that
the term Ftdt can be precomputed and stored, the precoding
operation at the transmiter takes Ku(2Kc+Kp)+Kc(Kc+Kp)
complex multiplications per OFDM symbol, and the same
amount at the receiver for decoding.
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